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miraclefeet increases access  
to proper treatment for children  
born with clubfoot in developing  

countries through partnerships with 
local healthcare providers.

Mission

miraclefeet-supported partners  
deliver high quality clubfoot treatment 

within existing public health systems for all 
children in need. By providing organizational 

and financial support, miraclefeet enables 
partners to treat children born with clubfoot 

in developing countries for an average  
of $250 per child, transforming  

their lives forever. 

Vision
     miraclefeet envisions a world  

in which all children born with clubfoot 
receive treatment, enabling them to live 

productive, active and healthy lives.

ApproAch
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messAge fRom the leAdeRshIp

Dear Supporters,

this was a huge year for miraclefeet! our partners  
enrolled over 5,500 new children in treatment, doubling 
the number of children we helped enroll during the  
last 4 years combined. this is the result of the incredible 
generosity of our thousands of donors, in addition to  
miraclefeet’s growing understanding of how to deliver 
quality treatment most efficiently. We couldn’t have  
done any of this without the support of our donors,  
partners around the world and first rate team of  
dedicated professionals. on behalf of the miraclefeet 
Board and every family we help, thank you!

People often ask us, “Why clubfoot?” Our immediate answer is that every child deserves the 
chance to walk, run and play. The more complex answer is that treating clubfoot is a relatively 
easy way to address a root cause of poverty. A child living with untreated clubfoot in a developing 
country will most likely live in extreme poverty, marginalized and unable to be productive. If we 
can treat that child, all of this changes. That child can run, walk, play and attend school. He or  
she can eventually get a job and be self-sufficient. The future lifetime earnings generated by  
treating 11,000 children is over $220M. While we get immense joy from knowing that each  
child we touch has the chance of a happy childhood, we also get great satisfaction from having  
a long-term impact on the countries in which we work. 

Five years ago, we agreed that being able to treat 
10,000 children would be an ambitious goal. Thanks to 
your support, we surpassed that milestone and have 
now set our sights on a much bigger goal. Based on 
what we have learned in the past 5 years, we believe 
that by working collaboratively, we can eradicate 
untreated clubfoot—and we can do it in a way that is 
sustainable, so that the problem is fully taken care of 
forever. So let’s do it! We owe it to these children. We 
hope we can count on your help as we embark on the 
next phase of miraclefeet—making untreated clubfoot 
a thing of the past.

With much gratitude, 

Roger Berman chesca colloredo-mansfeld
Chair of the Board Executive Director
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WE arE WOrkIng TO EraDICaTE unTrEaTED CluB FOOT globAlly
Because every child deserves a chance to run and play—and become a contributing member of his or her community.

the pRoblem:
1 million children affected

One out of every 750 children is born 
with clubfoot, or about one child every 3 
minutes. Over 1 million children live with 
untreated clubfoot, which causes one 
or both feet to turn inward and makes 
it difficult, if not impossible to walk, run 
or attend school. Clubfoot is one of the 
leading causes of disability in the world. 
although simple and affordable, up to 
80% of children in low-resource countries 
lack access to treatment.

a COST-EFFECTIvE soluTIon:
$250 to treat each child

miraclefeet exists to reach the children 
who would otherwise not have access to 
treatment. The Ponseti method provides 
a safe, non-surgical treatment, lowering 
the cost of care and making it possible 
for children to walk, run and play without 
pain. With full treatment, children born 
with clubfoot can live full and healthy 
lives. miraclefeet partners with local 
health care providers to ensure access  
to high quality treatment.

the ponsetI meThod:
Effective in 95% of cases

this method is used in almost all club-
foot cases in the u.s. It involves a series 
of plaster casts that are applied weekly. 
In 95% of cases, the method results in 
full correction of the feet within 4 to 6 
weeks. Following casting, the child wears 
a brace for 23 hours per day at first, and 
then only at night. treatment should  
begin within a few weeks of birth, but 
older children can often achieve success 
with the Ponseti Method as well.

ranjeet and his son, Pradeep, were both born with 
clubfoot in India. ranjeet’s feet were left untreated. 
after bringing his son to a miraclefeet-supported 
clinic, ranjeet says, “I am so happy that he is being 
treated so he won’t have to experience what I went 
through. The first time he stood on his feet, I was so 
happy that I had no words.”
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Maria, from Brazil, whose son andre now walks  
on healthy feet, says, “We feel better now because 
we know he’s getting treatment. We’re thinking of  
his future: a good person, a hard worker, a family 
man, studious!”   

32  
trAinings

32 Ponseti  
training sessions 
serving 500  
providers and  
clinicians were 
held in 2015. 

125  
clInIcs

miraclefeet  
supports  
125 clinics.

75%  
of RecoRds

75% of our  
patient records 
are now in the 
International 
clubfoot Registry 
patient database.

100%  
In publIc  
hospITAls

100% of clinics 
supported by 
miraclefeet are 
operated by pub-
lic or charitable 
hospitals.

100%  
locAl

 
100% of  
clubfoot  
treatment is  
provided by  
local healthcare 
providers.

11,000 +
And  
growing

11,816 children 
have received 
clubfoot treat-
ment supported 
by miraclefeet 
since 2011.

miraclefeet  BY THE numbeRs
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growth
miraclefeet, in FY 2015, exceeded its goal of supporting  
treatment for 5,500 new children, an increase of 50% compared 
to FY 2014. Strategies focused on growing services within  
countries, extending our reach to new countries and keeping 
more children in treatment.

PrOgraM uPDaTES FrOM arOunD THE WOrlD: POWErFul TeAmWoRK

Jesca, a 23-year-old mother in Tanzania, said 
as her son received care, “ayubu will be able to 
make his own life.” With effective treatment, he 
will now be able to attend school and play with 
the other children in their village.

ouTcomes
miraclefeet began a yearly initiative to objectively measure  
our impact—the lasting difference we make in the lives of  
the children we serve. We developed relevant measures to 
ensure we are helping children receive and stay in quality  
treatment and lead healthy lives. Increased investment in  
training, outreach, advocacy and innovation are helping us 
achieve long-term sustainability. 
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AsiA

InDIA
By supporting the work of Cure International India Trust (CIIT) 
in 12 states across India, miraclefeet has helped over 2,400 
children at 44 clinics in the last year and over 5,000 since the 
partnership began. Working with state medical authorities, CIIT 
provides Ponseti training, counseling to families and braces in 
government hospitals. In addition to funding, miraclefeet intro-
duced the use of the International Clubfoot registry, which sup-
ports quality control and is piloting SMS texting in Maharashtra 
to encourage treatment compliance. CIIT has worked closely 
with the government-run accredited Social Health activist 
health network on identification and referral of children to help 
ensure that more of the 40,000+ children born with clubfoot in 
India each year receive treatment. 

phIlIppInes
miraclefeet helped reach 339 children 
through partnerships with seven public 
regional hospitals. philippine Band of 
Mercy (PBM), miraclefeet’s local partner, 
will closely monitor patients’ progress 
over the next 3 years. Our goals in-
clude supporting treatment of 600 new 
patients and working with two more 
hospitals: one in the capital city, Manila, and another in Mind-
anao. pBm is determined to help prevent dropouts and relapses 
among partner Ponseti clinics through training and mentoring 
partner doctors, project coordinators and clinic counselors. 

nepAl
With miraclefeet support, kathmandu-based Hospital and 
rehabilitation Center for Disabled Children opened the first full-
time, stand-alone Ponseti clinic in nepal—the lahan Clubfoot 
Clinic. as of June, the clinic has treated 99 children, 87 of whom 
are already in braces. Despite the devastating earthquake in 
april, the clinic has remained open. miraclefeet responded to 
the emergency by contributing food, supplies and antibiotics.

AfRIcA

BOTSWana
miraclefeet’s partnership with steps Botswana clubfoot trust 
(SBCT) continues to strengthen and expand. SBCT currently  
supports the treatment of 81 children, with 16 new patients  
in fiscal year 2015. The second Botswana Ponseti training 
served 30 healthcare professionals, including three orthopedic 
surgeons. a new partnership was established in January 2015 
with Thuso rehabilitation Centre in Maun, the gateway to the 
Okavango Delta. a Memorandum of understanding with the 
Botswana Ministry of Health was also signed in May 2015 to 
collaborate on increasing capacity for treatment, improving 
referral services and increased support of clubfoot patients. 

tAnzAnIA 
miraclefeet supported 
500 new patients at  
14 clinic sites around 
the country, with  
training at the fore-
front. Over 30 new 
clinicians received 
Ponseti training, and 
miraclefeet developed 
partnerships with four 
new clinics, including 
the national Physio-
therapy school. part-
nership with the university of north carolina at chapel hill’s 
gillings school of public health was forged to help improve 
patient data collection. To develop connections and collabo-
ration throughout the country, the Tanzania Clubfoot Care 
Organization held its second annual meeting, and many clinics 
supported World Clubfoot Day celebrations.

ZIMBaBWE 
This year, miraclefeet supported 409 new patients at 12 clinic 
sites, including four new clinics. additionally, 23 clinicians were 
trained in advanced treatment techniques. a collaboration 
was initiated with the physiotherapy and rehabilitation train-
ing programs. students at the university of zimbabwe and the 
rehabilitation Technician Training School were trained in the 
Ponseti Method. World Clubfoot Day commemorations were 
held in June to increase awareness for clubfoot treatment. the 
kickoff of the Zimbabwe Clubfoot network kickoff brought new 
growth to the program.

lIBeRIA 
liberia was severely affected by the 
Ebola virus, which claimed the lives 
of over 4,000 people, including many 
health care providers. Despite this 
crisis, miraclefeet worked with our 
local partner, FaCOrC, to ensure that 
the program continue its growth: 
178 new children began treatment 
at the program’s five clinics, two new 
clinics joined the liberia clubfoot 
program and seven new providers 
were trained. a national Clubfoot retreat was held to discuss 
advocacy, raising awareness and expansion. Clinics launched 
Clubfoot Health Talk to provide parents the opportunity to 
encourage each other throughout treatment. forty children 
previously treated for clubfoot received scholarships to attend 
school. In addition, thanks to one of our generous donors,  
containers of goods were distributed to communities most  
affected by Ebola.
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ThAnK you To All of ouR pARTneRs!
By investing in local expertise, miraclefeet helps to  
establish sustainable, long-term solutions to the problem 
of clubfoot around the world, while ensuring quality clinical 
care. We are grateful to our partners for their invaluable 
work treating children safely and effectively.

lATIn AmeRIcA 

ecuADoR 
a total of 110 new patients were enrolled at miraclefeet  
partner clinics in FY 2015. Fundacion Hermano Miguel is  
now administering the country-wide program as well as  
conducting a clubfoot clinic, which opened this year. Working 
with fundacion hermano miguel has set the program on the 
path to sustainability, as they are a leader in disability and  
rehabilitation services in Ecuador. The program is the result  
of partnerships with both public and not-for-profit clinics.  
Three partner doctors participated in a Ponseti training and 
symposium in guayaquil, where they were able to share their 
experiences setting up Ponseti clinics. Parent groups were 
formed and parent meetings held to bring families together  
and provide education on brace compliance.

nIcARAguA
a total of 430 children have  
been enrolled, and the program 
treated 99 new patients this year.  
miraclefeet’s three partner 
clinics at major public hospitals 
are staffed with clinic assistants 
who manage data collection and 
follow up with patients. Seven 
radio stations ran outreach mes-
sages this year. Clinics continue 
to use the innovative SMS/texting program, Paso a Paso (Step 
by Step), to stay in touch with families. Patient support was 
improved through assistance with meals and transportation. 

BRAzIl 
miraclefeet partners in Brazil have enrolled over 111 children 
this year. miraclefeet’s main partner is the Institute of Ortho-
pedics and Traumatology (IOT) at the university of Sao Paulo.
Patients are provided with comprehensive clubfoot education 
from the first day. IOT also helps introduce medical residents  
to the Ponseti Method. 

mexIco
Our FY 2015 objective was to provide funding support and tech-
nical assistance to at least 18 clubfoot clinics across 10 states 
in Mexico, with the goal of providing free or low-cost Ponseti 
treatment to at least 457 new children. Mexico closed the year 
with 18 clinics, distributed in 10 states of the Mexican republic. 
The annual goal was surpassed with a total of 551 new patients. 
While excellent progress has been made in Mexico, miraclefeet 
has made the difficult decision to no longer fund the program. 
We hope this will change over time.

AfRIcA (COnTInuED)

nAmIBIA
In partnership with STEPS, miraclefeet supports the steps 
namibia Clubfoot Programme (SnCP). With support from 
miraclefeet, a follow-up training in early 2015 helped expand 
knowledge of the Ponseti method. The first clinic began at 
Windhoek Hospital, which is now treating 146 children. To 
date, the program has treated 217 children, 130 of whom were 
new patients in 2015. The program has now expanded to three 
clinics in namibia, all receiving braces, educational resources, 
support staff and organizational support from miraclefeet  
and steps.

south AfRIcA
STEPS Sa, miraclefeet’s partner in Southern africa, continues to 
promote the Ponseti Method for Clubfoot. STEPS Sa supports 
the treatment of 1,032 children at 13 clinics across South africa, 
with 604 new patients treated in FY 2015. They have rolled out 
a peer-led parent education program in four of the clinics and 
continue to develop and enhance practices in parent educa-
tion to improve patient retention. STEPS Sa will begin using the 
miraclefeet brace at two clinics. they have developed a strate-
gic fundraising strategy to build more financial support within 
South africa, targeting corporate social investment and various 
foundations for program support. Their sustainability plan is to 
diversify and grow their income stream through a combination 
of local and international fundraising. This has allowed miracle-
feet to reduce its funding to the program going forward.

IndIA CurE International India Trust

phIlIppInes philippine Band of mercy

nepAl Hospital and rehabilitation Center 
 for Disabled children

BotswAnA steps Botswana clubfoot trust

tAnzAniA Bugando medical center;  
 usa river rehabilitation Center

ZImbAbWe zimbabwe sustainable clubfoot program

lIbeRIA fAcoRc

nAMiBiA steps namibia clubfoot program

souTh AfRIcA steps charity npc

ecuAdoR Fundacion Hermano Miguel, Patronato  
 municipal de Inclusion 

 Social Santo Domingo, Hospital  
 vicente Corral Moscoso

nIcARAguA nicaragua clubfoot program

bRAZIl university of Sao Paulo Institute of  
 orthopedics and traumatology

mexIco Fundacion Mexicana del Pie Equino varo
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sImple solutIons foR complex pRoBlems: innoVAtion

TExTIng FOr IMPrOvED 
pAtIent communIcAtIon

We joined forces with Medic Mobile, a company that special-
izes in health information technology, to launch a text messag-
ing service to help patient families in India stay connected to 
clinic staff. During the bracing phase, clinic visits decrease to 
just once a month and then to every 3–6 months. as clinic  
visits decrease, so does at-home compliance with wearing  
the brace, which often results in a relapse of the condition.  
In many developing countries, including India, mobile phones  
are inexpensive and commonly used. the medic mobile  
platform reinforces counseling by sending parents scheduled 
text messages with educational and motivational content  
relevant to their child’s phase of treatment: Although it can  
be difficult to help your child wear the brace every night,  
it prevents clubfoot from coming back. Good job, mom!;  
Remember to hug and play with your child as if they don’t  
have a brace; You are not alone! Talk to the other moms at  
the clinic about their experiences. With this additional support, 
we hope to reduce the number of relapses caused by brace 
non-compliance.

EMBraCIng CHangE WITH  
the miraclefeet BRAce

the award-winning miraclefeet brace was developed in the 
course Design for Extreme Affordability at stanford university’s 
d.school. last year, we tested final prototypes in nicaragua, 
the Philippines, South africa and India. The brace performed 
extremely well, getting especially favorable reviews for ease-
of-use. Some final tweaks to the design were made based on 
feedback from the field. The brace is currently in full production 
and being shipped to clinics in asia, africa and latin america. 
The shoe uppers are made in China by CJ Manufacturing, and 
the plastic parts are manufactured and assembled at Suncast’s 
facility in chicago. Import-export is providing shipping and  
customs clearance. All of these corporate partners are provid-
ing their services at cost, and we are able to deliver braces 
directly to clinics for about $23 per brace. This is comparable  
to the lowest cost braces available (over a 3–4 year bracing  
period) and is a fraction of the cost of braces that have the 
same ease-of-use features. miraclefeet’s goal in the next year  
is to continue to gather data on compliance and relapse rates  
to determine how well the brace delivers on its promise of 
better outcomes for children. read about international media 
coverage of the brace on page 19.

peRcentAge of cAses thAt Affect Both feet: 50%
Clubfoot can occur in either one foot (unilateral) or both feet (bilateral). 
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ToTAl chIldRen enRolled 

by counTRy 2011–2015

India ..................... 5,390
philippines .............. 336
nepal ........................ 99
botswana .................. 81
Tanzania .................. 797
Zimbabwe ............... 816
liberia ..................... 544
namibia .................. 217
south Africa ......... 1,032
ecuador ................... 192
nicaragua ................. 494
brazil ....................... 455
mexico ................. 1,363

 

miraclefeet:  
globAl fooTpRInT
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nEW CHIlDrEn EnrOllED In TrEaTMEnT, FY 2011–2019

Actual

50 621

2,034

3,515

5,508
6,498

8,769

11,211

2011

15,000

10,000

5,000

0

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

projected

n Asia      n Africa      n latin America

13,716
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Ayoub fRom TAnZAnIA 

like many parents, lucy Samuel was surprised to learn 
her son Ayoub had clubfoot and wondered why her 
son had been born with the condition. Worried what 
people might say if they noticed her son’s condition 
while he was strapped to her back, lucy stopped going 
out, even to work selling fried fish on the street. She 
kept her son hidden away as much as she could and 
only told her husband and her mother that Ayoub had 
clubfoot. she worried that Ayoub wouldn’t have the 
same opportunities as his three older siblings who  
attended school, a 30-minute walk away.

lucy believed that the only options for treatment  
were local healers who would massage her son’s feet 
with herbs, or surgery in the regional capital—both of 
which were prohibitively expensive. lucy decided to 
take him to the local hospital just in case there was an 
affordable treatment option. unable to pay the 1,500 
shilling (80 cent) motorcycle-taxi fare into town, lucy 
walked for 2 hours with ayoub strapped to her back. 
Her determination was rewarded, as she learned that 
Sengerema Hospital provides the Ponseti Method and 
that her son would be treated for free. 

once Ayoub was in casts and on his way to normal 
feet and a healthy life, lucy no longer worried about 
keeping him hidden. ayoub was soon crawling around 
in his casts and playing with other children, rather than 
being hidden away at home all day. lucy was able to 
once again sell fish on the street. With the prospect of 
ayoub being able to join his siblings at the local school, 
lucy has high hopes for Ayoub and dreams of him one 
day becoming a lawyer.

CHIlDrEn’S STOrIES: lIvES arOunD THE WOrlD TRAnsfoRmed

yeIcol fRom nIcARAguA  

Yeicol visited the hospital for clubfoot treatment after 
his mother, Orbelina, noticed that his feet were turned 
inward. after 7 months of unsuccessful casting to cor-
rect Yeicol’s feet in the family’s hometown of rivas, Or-
belina found an experienced, Ponseti-trained physician 
in Managua. For Yeicol to receive treatment, the family 
wakes up at 3 am and takes a 2-hour bus ride to visit 
Dr. sequeira at the miraclefeet-supported clinic, where 
supplies and treatment are free-of-charge. orbelina 
is grateful that her son was able to receive effective, 
non-surgical Ponseti treatment and can now walk and 
run on healthy feet. To Orbelina, Yeicol’s feet look as 
though they have never been affected by clubfoot. 

Yeicol’s story shares a common thread with many 
other families who have been through the treatment 
process: Parents feel uncertain or worried at first, 
concerned about whether their child will ever be able 
to walk properly. after the casts are off and their child 
starts to walk and play like other children, they feel a 
sense of relief—happy that their child can live an active 
and productive life. 

While there are only 120 children born with clubfoot 
annually in nicaragua, there are large numbers of  
children like Yeicol living with neglected clubfoot.  
Dr. sequiera at la mascota hospital in managua is  
one of the most experienced Ponseti practitioners in 
the world, and he has had great success in treating 
older children like Yeicol. It takes more patience and 
dedication on the part of the parents and doctors, but 
the use of the Ponseti Method to treat older children is 
increasing, with positive long-term results.
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$250 tRAnsfoRms A chIlD’s lIfe foReveR

luIs & loRenZo fRom phIlIppInes

twins luiz and Renzo are well on their way to healthy 
and productive lives free from disability caused by 
clubfoot, but this was not always the case. 

When liezel Dotillos gave birth to her twins in Cebu 
City, Philippines, she and her husband Elvin were sad  
to learn that their otherwise healthy boys had clubfoot. 
When the doctor told the couple how much it would 
cost for treatment their concern became despair.  
“We were deeply worried,” says liezel. 

The couple decided  to seek help at the nearby  
public hospital, where one of the medical residents  
referred the twins to a miraclefeet-supported clinic. 
For 8 weeks, Elvin missed work every Thursday to  
take liezel and their boys to vicente Sotto Hospital. 

“The twins were never absent,” remembers Pierre 
Infante, miraclefeet’s site coordinator in cebu. 

Although the treatment process has challenged  
liezel and Elvin, the boys are making great strides.  
liezel and elvin understand that their children must 
sleep with their braces on for 2 to 3 more years, but 
have few complaints. 

liezel says, “I believe parents must be responsible  
for their kids’ bracing.” like most parents she  
continues, “I will do anything for my kids.”

RupAsI fRom IndIA

Just as in the developed world, each culture has its 
own social stigmas. One mother, Mansi Mohanty, 
knows this too well. In the State of Odisha, India, if a 
couple are unable to have a baby, they can be subject 
to insensitive taunting. It took Mansi and her husband, 
umakanta, 5 years to have a child. Mansi’s joy over 
the birth of their daughter was diminished when she 
realized her daughter had bilateral clubfoot. she felt 
blessed with her baby girl, but also cursed that her 
baby had clubfoot, so she didn’t tell anyone. Fortunate-
ly Dr. Satya Bhuia, a physician at CurE Clubfoot Odisha 
(CCO), noticed the little girl’s tiny feet before they left 
the hospital and brought the family to the miraclefeet- 
supported CCO office. There, they received information 
on how their daughter’s clubfoot could be treated. It 
was at that time that Dr. Bhuia named their baby girl 
rupasi, which means “beautifully created.”

the opportunity for treatment for Rupasi gave  
Mansi great hope for her daughter. Still, she was  
worried about the social stigma of having a baby with 
clubfoot. Fortunately, her father-in-law supported the 
new parents and was happy that Dr. Bhuia and cuRe 
had given them hope. he accompanied mansi and Ru-
pasi to her appointments. In treatment, rupasi is well 
on her way to living a life free from the stigma and dis-
ability of untreated clubfoot. others in the community 
have stopped making comments, as they see rupasi 
walking, running and playing just like other toddlers 
her age. 
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In FY2015, miraclefeet increased  
its fundraising to $2.2m: a 20%  
increase over the $1.8 M raised  
in FY 2014. Many of you contrib-
uted to our fundraising growth,  
and we thank you for your  
generous support. 
miraclefeet is fortunate to have an incredible array of  
donors, from kind individuals who make transformational  
gifts, to energetic supporters who organize creative, fun,  
peer-to-peer events that not only raise money but also  
spread our message: together we can provide access to a  
low-cost, safe and proven treatment for all children born  
with clubfoot in low-resource countries.

It is miraclefeet’s hope that, by 2019, we are able to support  
an annual operating budget of $6M a year in order to sustain 
our existing programs and to fund continued expansion to  
the many countries requesting our support. To do this  
effectively, the team needs to build a sustainable mix of  
revenues from a diverse pool of funders. We recognize that  
it is your commitment that will make this growth possible. 
Therefore, it is important that we remain committed to you. 

PHIlanTHrOPY uPDaTE: TrEMEnDOuS growth

Total Funds raised, FY 2011–2015
$2.5m

$2.0m

$1.5M

$1.0M

$.5m

$0

$7M
$6m
$5m
$4m
$3M
$2m
$1M

$0

• IMPaCT DrIvEn: In the next 4 years, we plan to enroll 
nearly 40,000 new children in treatment, bringing our  
total number of children served, in miraclefeet supported 
clinics, to more than 50,000.

• lEan anD EFFICIEnT: We are committed to keeping  
fundraising and administrative costs low, so that the  
portion of expenses dedicated to programming  
remains at 80%. 

• InnOvaTIvE: As miraclefeet grows, we remain  
focused on collaborating with partners such as d. School: 
Institute of Design at Stanford, The unC gillings School of 
Public Health, Suncast and Clarks. all help us bring new 
technologies and services to the field in the most effective 
way possible.

miraclefeet is at a pivotal moment for growth, with opportuni-
ties to expand to new countries and add breadth and depth 
in the countries we already support. Your guidance, support, 
creativity and generosity on this journey continue to impact 
our team, our partners and most importantly the children we 
meet, born with clubfoot, around the world. Together, we can 
continue to make a difference, changes lives and eradicate the 
disability caused by untreated clubfoot. 

We pledge to our supporters that we will remain:

FY 2011 FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014

n Committed     n needs to be raised

FY 2015 FY 2017 FY 2018 FY 2019FY 2016

Fundraising goals, FY 2016-2019
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$25,000+
Anonymous
Bridget Ryan Berman and  
Roger Berman
Clarks Foundation
Clarks Shoes
Clarks Shoes north america
ferdinand and susanna  
colloredo-mansfeld
Community Foundation of new Jersey
Beate and Henrik Fastrich
google adWords
gordon and llura gund Foundation
komar Family Foundation
king and Spalding 
Ramona and hans peter maassen
georg madersbacher and Åro eide
harrison miller and clare mccamy
miraclefeet germany
Jillian and larry neubauer
kunal and kavita Premnarayen
Oak Foundation
on his path
Passport Foundation
Dave phillips
Remgro limited
ronald McDonald House Charities
The Dorothea Haus ross Foundation
stephen sadove
Scott and Jennifer Sandell
Sebonack Foundation
Suncast Corporation
kevin and Deborah Taweel
tom and Jeannie tisbo
Jennifer tye and nate chang
Martin and alexandra voderwuelbecke

$10,000–$24,999 
Anonymous
chesca and Rudi colloredo-mansfeld
Dheer family fund
fortune footwear
ginny Hatton
zev laderman
Operation Blessing
phillips healthcare
project Redwood
Rodger Raderman
Jean Wilson and Mark Siegel
arthur B. Shultz Foundation Inc.
SurveyMonkey.com
Will and Jeannie Thorndike
unite for sight
Bill and Jennifer Youstra

$5,000–$9,999
ellen Berman
John W. and Ellen k. Buchanan  
Foundation 

TO all OF Our SuPPOrTErS, ThAnK you 
We want to extend our sincere gratitude to all of our donors and supporters,  

without whom miraclefeet’s work would not be possible. 

carbonite
Dr. Ronald carter
sandy pfeiler and Adam Davis
cathy crane moley and Andrew moley
edward and suzanne eyre
Suki and Ted Eyre
goldman, Sachs & Co. 
Dr. Josh hyman and the hyman family 
Charitable Foundation
sarita and neil Jairath
steve Jones
the layton family fund
nandansons Charitable Foundation
Mark and Jennifer Pavao
William E. Simon Foundation
laurie swansey
Turner Broadcasting Systems, Inc.
Word Hampton Public relations

$1,000–$4,999
Charlotte alexander 
Anonymous
kurt anstreicher and Jane van voorhis
Joseph Armstrong
the Arnold family fund
francis Bauer
kyle Berlin
William M. Bird Inc. Endowment 
Tim Black and the ashland High School 
cross country team
Bloomberg l.p.
sheila Bonini
The Boston Foundation
michael and laura Boutross
Elizabeth Burakowski
Burners Without Borders
Dr. edmund campion
Charles and Betty Caravati
Carlson Family Foundation
Brian cartmell 
Jackson Costanzo’s Third Birthday
Susan Cates and Ed Warren
Carmen Munoz and Bertil Chappuis
Jay christopher
Andy and Johanna falduto cohen
Rudolf and Almerie colloredo- 
mansfeld
franz and Anne colloredo-mansfeld
Dulce colonno
maria and leonard connolly
c-pro Direct ltd
cranford Rotary charitable fund
christopher creamer
Aaron and Jean cripps
stephen and Jennifer Davis
Hans Dekker 
Ari de la cruz
cathy de la cruz
Scott Delgado

nina Dheer
anthony Diekema
Dan Diekema and Janet andrews
norito ebata
Equity risk Partners
Eyre Family Foundation
Wendy and Brett Fisher
lawrence fox
William and Mary gibb
the chapel hill giving party
the madison giving party
goals for girls
anake goodall
Brian graham
Christine gray-Scott
abhishek gupta
Jill harold
paul harris
Robert hagood
William Hendricks Family Foundation
lewis and Denise Henkind
theresa hennessey
David hermer and sylvia campo
heyman family fund
libby and Ed Hlavka
richard Hoffman
Jane and Doug holroyd
susan hubacher
David and lisa Issroff
Miriam Jackson
sheral and chris Jensen
Johnson and Johnson
fergus Jordan
Balram kakkar
Jennifer killinski
Dirk klee
Michelle knopp
Cori krane
landmark ventures
Toby and lynn lenk
Steve lewis and Pamela Burke
John and karen lopez
christopher and elizabeth lynch
margaret lyon
Barbara marder
Elizabeth koski Mckinsey
John and Clementine Mclaughlin
mD orthopedics
kimberly Meyer
lydia miller
moira miller
Amy minella
Belinda morris and tony Brunello
armand neukermans
Bonnie newell and Richard nevel
nYu naSHa
orla o’connor
Brian paganelli

Charles Park
erin pe
people’s Improv
Mary Pruiett
latha Rammohan
Daniel and paula Reingold trust
ridge Worth Capital Management
Ruben Rodriguez and cristy fernandez
Rotary club of Roselle
William rustico
elaine Ryan
Raghav and Jyothi sabbella
James salzano
steven schall and Alyce Russo
marissa schlomer
John and tammy shields
shoes for change
Steve and Frankie Slaughter
sports endeavors
Staenberg Family Foundation
leah stansberry
steps charity
Jim and lisle Stigler
robert Stites
anthony and Claire Stravelakis
Bob strawbridge III
Robert stubbs
mr. and mrs. summerwill
christy thomas
lanny and anne Thorndike
grace tye
kenneth and Ying Hung Tye
the tye Revocable family trust
kristine urrutia and Tim Strauss
van nguyen Children’s Seattle
august vlak
luke and Jennifer Wagner
lauren Wall
Weaver St. realty
ronald and lee ann Weber
Winter Wyman Company
Women’s Syndicate association
Mark Peterson and Mary Woolsey
Thomas Young
thomas and emily zanios
Dr. lewis Zionts, Orthopaedic Inst.  
for children

n  corporate Donor
n Foundation 
n  Individual Donor

Every effort has been 
made to maintain the 

integrity of our donor list. 
please inform us of any 

errors or omissions.
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meeRA sundARAmuRThy dAnces foR clubfooT

“For the past 4 years, my college dance team, nYu nasha, has hosted an annual 
Benefit Dance Showcase to raise money for various charities. When I learned about 
miraclefeet, I immediately felt that it would be the perfect charity for us to support. 
We wanted to give children who are born with clubfoot the opportunity to share our 
passion for dancing. We raised over $6,000, more than any other show we have done. It 
was amazing to be able to spread the word about how simple the treatment of clubfoot 
is to our audience. Dancing for a cause makes it even more meaningful, and I am truly 
happy that I was able to share my last show with nasha with miraclefeet.”

lAuRA bRoWn clIcKs foR clubfooT 

“Our son, Jacks, was diagnosed with clubfoot in utero. not knowing what I know  
now, I was heartbroken, to say the least. I cried and was very upset for a few days,  
as any parent would be, but then I got serious. I spent countless hours researching  
clubfoot, from the Ponseti Method down to the condition’s genetic code. I did  
prenatal consults, and found Dr. Steven Frick at nemours Orlando, who was trained  
by Dr. Ponseti. I joined many Facebook groups, and one that really stood out to me  
was miraclefeet. seeing miraclefeet’s work around the world gave me hope for my  
son. It was inspiring to see parents just like us getting help for their children that they 
wouldn’t have had without miraclefeet. 

“Throughout my son’s clubfoot journey, I found myself often thinking about other  
children around the world just like Jacks that deserve the same chance in life. That’s 
when it became clear to our family that we wanted to help out by doing a digital  
fundraiser for miraclefeet in lieu of gifts for Jacks’s first birthday. 

“We have been so blessed this year! From taking Jacks to get his first cast, to watching 
him almost run. What else could we need? nothing! I linked the Crowdrise page to his 
birthday invitation, and the donations came pouring in. I wanted to provide the same 
chance for other children around the world as my son had. We tripled our original goal, 
and are extremely grateful for our family and friends’ generosity. All children deserve to 
be able to live a pain-free life and to be able to run and play! What better gift could we 
have received for Jacks’ first birthday then just that? Thank you, miraclefeet, for all that 
you do.”

spotlIght on donoRs 
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nInA dheeR spIns foR clubfooT

“I learned about miraclefeet when my Dad took my sister and me to Manhattan  
to hear Chesca Colloredo-Mansfeld, the co-founder and executive director of 
miraclefeet, talk about the organization. I was shocked, dismayed and transfixed  
at the video of a smiling but destitute child crawling on the floor of a crowded  
hospital in India, unable to walk or stand because of her clubfoot-related disabil-
ity. and then, with effective treatment and the use of a brace, the video showed 
her slowly learning to stand, walk and smile—the smile of a life transformed. I was 
amazed as I watched the video, and that clinched it for me. I knew I wanted to help. 

“Since learning about this organization, I have made many efforts to try and raise 
money for the cause. I started a club in my school that is dedicated to raising money 
and awareness for clubfoot. We have held bake sales, scheduled a spinning class at 
exercise studio flywheel to raise funds and set up a booth at a memorial Day soccer 
tournament, where we sold water bottles and inflatable soccer balls for children  
to color. 

“I was also fortunate enough to visit clubfoot clinics in India and see children  
getting treatment for the condition. not only did the condition’s severity vary,  
but also the ages of the children. Some had other associated conditions as well.  
I feel my journey has just begun. I want to stay involved and think of other ways  
I can continue to help.” 

socceR AmbAssAdoR AlI KRIegeR  
KIcKs foR clubfooT

uS Women’s national Team player ali krieger (pictured right, on left) has played an 
important role, both on and off the field, to inspire others to help children receive 
clubfoot treatment so that they can walk, run and play. Throughout miraclefeet’s 
summer 2015 fundraising campaign, #kick4Clubfoot, which raised money and 
awareness for children in need of treatment, ali spread the word on social media. 
Her support and outreach efforts mean the world to children with clubfoot. “Playing 
soccer has been such a huge part of my life and I can’t imagine growing up unable to 
play or even walk,” she says. “Every child deserves the chance to use their feet and I 
hope that through this program, many more children are able to realize that dream.” 

“We are honored that ali krieger is helping us bring attention to the important  
issue of untreated clubfoot,” says Chesca Colloredo-Mansfeld, Executive Director  
of miraclefeet (pictured right, on right). “Soccer is a game loved by children and 
adults worldwide. this is a perfect opportunity to educate and engage people 
around clubfoot and its treatment, transforming the lives of children while also 
building on the energy and passion of soccer players and teams.”

In FY 2015, OvEr $45,000 WaS raISED In PEEr-TO-PEEr fundRAIsIng
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  fy 2010   fy 2011   fy 2012   fy 2013   fy 2014   fy 2015 

 Actual   Actual   Actual   Actual   Actual   Actual 

new children enrolled in treatment  -     50   621   2,034   3,515   5,532 

Total children enrolled in treatment  -     50   671   2,705   6,220   11,752 

      

Total cost/child  na   $3,326   $807   $492   $513   $430 

Programing cost/child (excl prog admin)  na   $672   $126   $231   $216   $178 

Programing cost/child (incl prog admin)1  na   $2,580   $509   $392   $416   $288 

      

funds Raised2  $148,256   $185,696   $1,020,730   $1,298,701   $1,855,383   $2,237,045 

      

expenses  (cash basis)3      

admin  $7,782   $16,957   $73,950   $89,457   $75,329   $46,745 

Fundraising  $8,826   $20,344   $110,898   $114,177   $265,022   $424,448 

Program  $10,232   $129,000   $316,135   $797,559   $1,463,099   $1,907,947 

Total  $26,840   $166,301   $500,984   $1,001,193   $1,803,450   $2,379,140 

       

percentages        

admin 29% 10% 15% 9% 4% 2%

Fundraising 33% 12% 22% 11% 15% 18%

Program 38% 78% 63% 80% 81% 80%

fy 2015 Revenues (funds raised by donation type)

n  Foundation gifts 

n  Corporate gifts

n  Individual gifts of $10,000+

n  Individual gifts of $5,000–$9,999

n  Individual gifts of $1–$4,999  

fy 2015 expenses

n programs

n administrative

n fundraising 

2%

1.  This includes the salaries and travel expenses of the miraclefeet program team but not general overhead.    
2.  Funds raised shows $1.88M allocated across 4 years as requested by donor.
3. miraclefeet uses cash basis accounting for management purposes. However, the IrS requires audited financials to be on an accrual basis, resulting in future 

grant agreements and pledged donations being expensed in the year they are signed instead of the year the expense is actually incurred or the donation is 
actually received. This accounts for the differences between the cash and accrual financial statements.

4.  miraclefeet operated under the fiscal sponsorship of the Community Foundation of new Jersey from 2010 through September 2011. until that time, 
miraclefeet’s accounts were audited as part of CFnJ and not as a separate entity. 

fInAncIAl summARy

  AudITed fInAncIAls3 fy 20124  fy 2013 fy 2014 fy 2015

Total Revenue  $2,252,730    $978,578    $1,527,408    $2,439,609 

expenses  $  %  $  %  $  %  $  % 

admin  $74,294  11%  $93,651  6%  $75,053  4%  $54,824  2% 

Fundraising  $111,242  16%  $116,172  8%  $265,127  14%  $460,805  19% 

Program  $503,515  73%  $1,299,460  86%  $1,501,642  82%  $1,875,995  79% 

Total  $689,051  100%  $1,509,283  100%  $1,841,822  100%  $2,391,624  100% 

         

end of year net Assets  $1,821,237    $1,290,532    $976,118    $1,024,103

51%

80%

18%

2%

12%

28%

7%
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boARd membeRs 

roger Berman, Chair of the Board
President, rH Berman Consulting

Jennifer Tye, Treasurer
Head of Marketing, glow, Inc.

Bridget ryan Berman, Secretary
CEO, victoria’s Secret Direct

Josh Hyman, MD, Medical advisory  
Board chair 
associate Professor, Orthopedic Surgery,  
Columbia university; assistant attending,  
new York-Presbyterian Hospital/Columbia  
university medical center

chesca colloredo-mansfeld 
Executive Director, miraclefeet

Hans Dekker
President, Community Foundation of  
new Jersey

sarita narson Jairath
Managing Director, Seix advisors

Mark Pavao
president and ceo
R-pharm us

kunal Premnarayen
group CEO, ICS group

steve sadove
former chairman and ceo
Saks Incorporated

fy 2015 medIA hIghlIghTs 
miraclefeet received coverage from  

a wide variety of media outlets  
that included the following: 

BBc news 

chapelboro.com

the Daily tar heel

It’s Your Health radio

the news & observer

pBs newshour

rock Hill Herald

Skoll World Forum

97.9FM WCHl 

Wral.com

Yale news

sTAff membeRs

chesca colloredo-mansfeld
Executive Director

program Team

Beatriz plaza
Director of programs

emily Barrows
Program Manager, Measurement  
and Evaluation

Ryan calauor
Program Manager, asia

Jennifer everhart
Program Manager, africa

sarah mcDaniel
Assistant program manager

lucy Topaloff
Program Coordinator, Brace

lauren Wall
Program Manager, latin america  
and special projects

fundraising and marketing Team

kristine urrutia
Director of philanthropy

casey saussy
Director of Marketing

heather Barnes
Digital Content and Communications Manager

leslie loyd Isakoff
Major gifts Manager and Program Coordinator

Rijo Joseph
Program Coordinator, miraclefeet India

kristina kelly
social media manager

shriya soora
grants manager

Elisabeth Wharton
Donor engagement manager

Administration

Anne pope
financial management 

Contract services provided by  
Jill Dykes, Publicist (PR);  
Polaris IT (information technology);  
Blackman & Sloop (accounting);  
and Brooks Pierce (legal).

Additional support provided by interns  
Sky Colloredo-Mansfeld, Scott Diekema,  
Lenore Hango, Sally Levine, Camille Morgan, 
Anna Noonan and Nikita Shamdasani.

spoTlIghT on ouR  
neW bRAce:

Our new brace in particular garnered positive 
international attention. BBC news featured 

the brace on television, radio and web. It was 
recognized by Fast Company’s Innovation 
awards, unite for Sight’s global Health In-

novation award, The Edison awards and most 
recently, the Tech awards. We are hopeful that 
this recognition will facilitate acceptance and 

roll-out of the brace around the world. 

medIcAl AdvIsoRy boARd 

Josh Hyman, MD, Medical advisory  
Board chair  
associate Professor, Orthopedic Surgery,  
Columbia university; assistant attending,  
new York-Presbyterian Hospital/Columbia  
university medical center 

anna Cuomo, MD
assistant Professor, Department of Orthope-
dics, university of north Carolina, Chapel Hill

Matthew B. Dobbs, MD
Professor, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, 
Washington university School of Medicine

robert Cady, MD
emeritus professor of orthopedics and  
Pediatrics, upstate Medical university

norgrove Penny, MD
orthopaedic surgeon and clinical Assistant 
Professor, Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, 
university of British Columbia; Senior advisor 
for Physical Impairment, CBM International

greg Schmale, MD
associate Professor, Department of  
orthopaedics and sports medicine at  
university of Washington

rick Schwend, MD, PhD
Clinical Professor of Orthopedics, university  
of Missouri-kansas City School of Medicine 
and university of kansas Medical Center

David Spiegel, MD
Pediatric Orthopaedic Surgeon, Children’s  
hospital of philadelphia; Associate professor  
of Orthopaedic Surgery, university of  
pennsylvania school of medicine



Make a one-time donation to transform lives
$20 supplies a clubfoot brace for one child

$50 provides a brace and casting materials for one child

$100 provides casting, braces and transportation for one family 

$250 provides complete Ponseti treatment for one child 

$1,000 supports the treatment of four children 

Become a sustainer
help miraclefeet provide ongoing support to children in need. 
To give a monthly gift, create a recurring donation at miraclefeet.org 

start a fundraiser 
Join family, friends, neighbors  

and co-workers and have fun for a great cause! 
run a marathon or 10k wearing a miraclefeet shirt. start an online 

campaign to support children’s clubfoot treatment. host a community 
event. Design a line of t-shirts, bracelets, artwork or clubfoot brace 

covers. Donate your birthday. Open an online store. Write a review on 
greatnonprofits.com. Your ideas are always welcome!

learn more at miraclefeet.org/support-us/donate/

gifts of stock 
Share your shares, meet your charitable goals  

and maximize your tax savings. 

planned giving
leave a legacy through estate planning, bequests and gift annuities. 

YOu Can MakE a DIFFErEnCE! help TRAnsfoRm A chIld’s lIfe.

miraclefeet.org  ·  410 West main street  ·  carrboro, nc 27510  ·  phone: +1.919.240.5572

miraclefeet is registered in the uS, uk, germany and India.

Front cover photo by Scott Diekema


